
Qualities of a Well-Designed Program 

 

 Pseudocode has been written before coding (see example below) and remains amongst 

the code (commented out).  This includes top lines that include the programmer name, 

date, and a summary of the program. 

 

 Variables are used to streamline code.  They are of the most appropriate data type, 

considering the range of values needed, use of the variable with methods, andmemory 

capacity. 

 

 All variable names are descriptive of the variables’ purpose, even if the name is long.  

Use camelback notation:  first letter is lowerCase and start of each new word is 

upperCase. 

 

 There are no “magic” numbers.  These are declared as constants using final. 

 

 All class names begin with an uppercase letter while method and variable names start 

with a lowercase letter (exception: constructors).  Constant names are all uppercase. 

 

 Indent when you start a new block of code, typically after an opening curly bracket.  Skip 

lines between major structures (like methods). 

 

 Declare global variables as private, to take advantage of encapsulation. 

 

 Initialize all variables before they are used, preferably with a value that is not meant to be 

used later.  Instantiate objects within methods 

 

 Code is re-used whenever possible.  If there is a need to duplicate code, then a method 

should be written for that functionality or an iterative structure (loop) should be used, or 

if the repetition is at a class-level, then inheritance should be used. 

 

 For programs with several methods and/or classes: All required features have been 

considered ahead of time and used to create a class/method diagram.  This prevents you 

from getting “stuck” and writing a hack just to make your code work.  (Note that a sloppy 

workaround will cause problems when you try to extend your functionality or other 

coders try to use your Classes.)   

 

 Modularity:  Methods should be short and compact.  If a planned class is large, consider 

building smaller classes to build your solution.   

 

 The main() method (or init() or constructor) should be as short and simple as possible.  

Do not write System.out.print() statements in main.  Objects are created and methods are 

called on, to streamline this method. 

 

 Break up complex code into simpler steps.  For instance, don’t calculate and print with 

the same line of code.  

 



 If requiring user-interface to run, prompts and/or directions should be clear about how 

input is provided, acceptable range of input, and sentinel value.  Pseudocode in this 

section should include the planned test values to thoroughly test all three behaviors 

(acceptable input, unacceptable input, sentinel input).  Do not assume usability and 

testing are intuitive. 

 

 For our class:  Use structures, syntax, methods, and Classes taught in class. Do not use 

new things found on forums, from a neighbor, or invented by you (in a prior program).  

Your teacher or AP Reader will not do research just to understand you! 

  

As an example of pseudocode, let’s say you are writing a method for a simple version of 

battleship called checkIfHit that returns a String.  It might go something like: 

 

getInput() 

{ // Test with (1, 2), (1,2), -1, (10, -2), (100, 5), ( ), (1.5, 6), (0, ), 

 Create a Scanner to get input from the keyboard 

 Prompt user for input in format (row, column) for instance (1, 2).  Use sentinel -1. 

 Read input as String 

 Check if accepted input 

  If -1 

   End game 

  Else if for unaccepted values  

   Pass String input to checkIfHit as a String parameter 

Else  

Call getInput() 

} 

 

String checkIfHit(String userGuess)  

{ 

 Get the user guess as a String parameter 

 Shorten the String by removing the parentheses (first and last character) 

 Get the String before the comma, trim it, convert it to an int and save as row 

 Get the String after the comma, trim it, convert it to an int and save as column 

 Use row and column to look at this location cell for boats (true where boats are, false  

 where not) 

 If the user guess is at true 

return “hit” 

 else 

  return “miss” 

} 


